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Direct Factory Supply Source

Supply of CE Approved & QA Assured Tested products



The future in technology

MPLS Modular Personal lighting System  C - BD4474

MPLS- Modular Personal  
Lighting System

The Taclite MPLS is a practical, reliable, and functional 
light source that provides you with personal task light 
where and when you need it.  

Included Helmet and Molle mounts allow for fast and 
easy transitioning go from helmet to Molle and back in a 
matter of seconds.

Smaller and lighter than issue military lights the Taclite 
MPLS is a must for anyone looking to streamline  
their gear. 

The flexi arm on the Taclite MPLS paired with the  
ability to rotate up to 45 degrees in its bracket means 
there is nowhere this light can’t go.

Rail System and Picatinny weapon mounts are available 
in the Taclite MPLS accessory pack. 
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LED - C1
The future in technology

10.5CM (EXTENDS TO11.5CM) X 3CM X 3CM

The COMPACT C1 is a LED flashlight of newest  
generation. As lighting source the renowned  
CREE-P4 chip is utilized. By using an optical lens, 
specially designed to match the optical characteristics 
of this chip, an optical power in excess of 80 lumens 
is achieved.

The COMPACT C1 zoom mechanism incorporated 
in the COMPACT C1 allows the user to change the 
illumination from collimated spot to wide angle with 
the move of the thumb.

The COMPACT C1 also features the unique  
‘target’ selection square light source, ideal for use 
with weapon or for target identification on isolated 
areas of view.

The COMPACT C1’s housing is made of black  
anodized aircraft grade aluminum, and offers 
splash-resistant protection from water.

LATEST LED TECHNOLOGY
The latest series of LED produced by CREE 
in United States

HIGH BRIGHTNESS & LIFE-SPAN
High brightness and long life-span of 100,000 
hours; saving you the annoyance of replacing 
lightbulbs frequently 

HIGH PENETRABILITY
Light bean goes deep through dense smoke, 
dense fog and dark environment; also broadly 
used for outdoor sports, military activities, fire 
fighting, night patrol and searches

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
3 pieces of AAA alkaline batteries are enough 
for a long time use

OUSTANDING OPTICAL LENS
Enables the product with perfect and  
collimated beam; single hand can adjust the 
focus within 0.3 seconds

ALUMINIUM ALLOY
Aerospace-grade Aluminum body, HA III  
Military grade hard anodized in black, hard 
coating treatment for scratch resistant surface

COMPACT C1 - High Power LED Flashlight
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LED - C2 Micro

The future in technology

LATEST LED TECHNOLOGY
The latest series of LED produced by CREE 
in United States

HIGH BRIGHTNESS & LIFE-SPAN
High brightness and long life-span of 100,000
hours; saving you the annoyance of replacing 
lightbulbs frequently 

HIGH PENETRABILITY
Light bean goes deep through dense smoke, 
dense fog and dark environment; also broadly 
used for outdoor sports, military activities, fire 
fighting, night patrol and searches

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
3 pieces of AAA alkaline batteries are enough 
for a long time use

OUSTANDING OPTICAL LENS
Enables the product with perfect and 
collimated beam; single hand can adjust the 
focus within 0.3 seconds

ALUMINIUM ALLOY
Aerospace-grade Aluminum body, HA III 
Military grade hard anodized in black, hard 
coating treatment for scratch resistant surface

COMPACT C2 - High Power LED Flashlight

The COMPACT C2 is a LED flashlight of newest 
generation. As lighting source the renowned 
CREE-Q5 chip is utilized. By using an optical lens, 
specially designed to match the optical 
characteristics of this chip, an optical power in 
excess of 95 lumens is achieved.

The COMPACT C2 zoom mechanism incorporated 
in the COMPACT C2 allows the user to change the 
illumination from collimated spot to wide angle with 
the move of the thumb.

The COMPACT C2 also features the unique 
‘target’ selection square light source, ideal for use 
with weapon or for target identification on isolated 
areas of view.

The COMPACT C2’s housing is made of black 
anodized aircraft grade aluminum, and offers 
splash-resistant protection from water.

9.5CM X 2.5CM X 2.5CM
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LED - 025 Rechargeable

The future in technology

Size Length : 145MM Head dimension : 34 MM
Handle dimension : 26MM

Weight 120g (without battery)

Bulb type CREE P4 LED IV

Max output 250-300 lumens
1*18650 rechargeable Li-On battery

Housing
material Aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6

Surface Horniness anode oxidation
Lens
material

Import FC lens

Continuos
runtime

Constant light starts can be lasted in 240 
minutes; 50% of the constant light can 
be lasted in 360 minutes; strobe can be 
lasted in 240 minutes - 360 minutes - 480 
minutes to max 720 minute cycles

Feature New rechargeable technology  
applying patent No. 200820200586.6). 
Glass break head, anti-rolling body,  
waterproof, rechargeable battery with 
PCB to protect over-charge or discharge. 
It is very suitable for security,  
law enforcement & tactical use etc.

The RECHARGE 025K is a LED flashlight of newest 
generation. As lighting source the renowned CREE-P4 
chip is utilized. By using an optical lens, specially  
designed to match the optical characteristics of this 
chip, an optical power in excess of 180 lumens  
is achieved. Rear switch operated for tactical use.

The RECHARGE 025K allows the user to change the  
illumination from Low Light to High Light to Distortion 
Light spot to wide angle with the move of the thumb.
You change through the desired settings with the new  
design, Non-clicking/ thumb-sensor switch located at the 
rear end cap. 5 Mode setting.

The RECHARGE 025K also features the unique  
‘target’ selection light source, ideal for use with weapon 
or for target identification on isolated areas of view. The 
only designed light able to offer you an equally  pro-
portioned circumference beam regardless of  distance 
from objects.

The RECHARGE 025K housing is made of black  
anodized aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6, and  
offers water-proof protection from water too.

The only Flashlight which comes with a BLACKBEAR case, 
AC & Car charger capacity

15CM (L) X 3.5CM (HEAD Dia) X 2.5CM (BODY Dia)

Car & USB charger

AC charger

BLACKBEAR case
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LED - 035 Rechargeable

The future in technology

Size Length : 200MM Head dimension : 46 MM
Handle dimension : 27MM

Weight 260g (without battery)

Bulb type CREE Q5 LED IV/white beam light

Max output 400-600 lumens
1*18650 rechargeable Li-On battery

Housing
material Aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6

Surface Horniness anode oxidation
Lens
material

Import FC lens

Continuos
runtime

Constant light starts can be lasted in 240 
minutes; 50% of the constant light can 
be lasted in 360 minutes; strobe can be 
lasted in 240 minutes - 360 minutes - 480 
minutes to max 720 minute cycles

Feature New rechargeable technology  
applying patent No. 200820200586.6). 
Glass break head, anti-rolling body,  
waterproof, rechargeable battery with 
PCB to protect over-charge or discharge. 
It is very suitable for security,  
law enforcement & tactical use etc.

The RECHARGE 035K is a LED flashlight of newest 
generation. As lighting source the renowned CREE-P4 
chip is utilized. By using an optical lens, specially  de-
signed to match the optical characteristics of this chip, 
an optical power in excess of 180 lumens  
is achieved. 3 mode setting. High/Low/SOS

The RECHARGE 035K allows the user to change the  
illumination from Low Light to High Light to Distortion 
Light spot to wide angle with the move of the thumb.
You change through the desired settings with the new  
design, Non-clicking/ thumb-sensor switch located at the 
rear end cap. 
Tactical end cap switch/stealth pressure release

The RECHARGE 035K also features the unique  ‘target’ 
selection light source, ideal for use with weapon or for 
target identification on isolated areas of view. The only 
designed light able to offer you an equally  proportioned 
circumference beam regardless of  distance from objects.

The RECHARGE 035K housing is made of black  
anodized aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6, and  
offers water-proof protection from water too.

The only Flashlight which comes with a 
BLACKBEAR case, AC & Car charger capacity

20CM (L) X 4.6CM (HEAD Dia) X 2.7 CM(BODY 
Dia)
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Worlds leading long shot beam light +- 600m range

AC charger (AUS)

Car & USB charger
* Anti Shock-Proof
* Anti Temp (High/Low)
* Anti-Drop Proof
* Water-proof

Compliant certificates



LED - T6 Rechargeable
The future in technology

Size Length : 246MM Head dimension : 55 MM
Handle dimension : 29MM

Weight 279g (with battery)

Bulb type CREE T6 LED Series IV
Max output max. 2000  lumens/500 Metre range

Battery             2x*18650 rechargeable Li-On battery

Housing
material Aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6

Surface Horniness anode oxidation
Lens
material

Import FC lens

Continuos
runtime

Constant light starts can be lasted in 240 
minutes; 50% of the constant light can 
be lasted in 360 minutes; strobe can be 
lasted in 240 minutes - 360 minutes - 480 
minutes to max 720 minute cycles

Feature New rechargeable technology  
applying patent No. 200820200586.6). 
Glass break head, anti-rolling body,  
waterproof, rechargeable battery with 
PCB to protect over-charge or discharge. 
It is very suitable for security,  
law enforcement & tactical use etc.

The RECHARGE LED-T6 is a LED flashlight of newest 
generation. As lighting source the renowned CREE-T6
chip is utilized. By using an optical lens, specially  de-
signed to match the optical characteristics of this chip, an 
optical power in excess of 2000 lumens (High mode)
is achieved.

The RECHARGE LED-T6 allows the user to change the  
illumination from Low Light to Mid to High Light to Distor-
tion Light spot.
You change through the desired settings with the new  
design, Non-clicking/ sensor switch located at the top of the 
device.

The RECHARGE  LED T6 also features the unique  USB 
Conversion charger. It turns the LED T6 into a power 
source enabling the user to chrage other external devices
like phones and tablets.

The RECHARGE 025K housing is made of black  
anodized aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6, and  
offers water-proof protection from water too.
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Switch Mode: High/Mid/Low/Strobe/SOS
Special: USB conversion charger can charge external 
devices (mobile power source)
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The only Flashlight which comes with a BLACKBEAR 
swivel case, USB Charger and AC & Car charger capacity

24.6CM (L) X 5.5CM (HEAD Dia) X 2.9CM (BODY Dia)
The lightest rechargable in the world

Equals the power output 
to a 20 X LED Flood 
light



The future in technology
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Ask one of our consultants to provide you with the best light-
ing solutions for your needs. Not all flashlights suit 
specific agencies needs or their staff needs.

So call us today and we can offer you a wider selection of
opitions. 

Direct Factory Supply Source
Exclusive to SSPA Pty Ltd Australia 

All devices are CE Approved and QA tested with Certificiation



LED - 18650C Dual Battery Charger

The RECHARGE 025K is a LED flashlight of newest 
generation. As lighting source the renowned CREE-P4 
chip is utilized. By using an optical lens, specially 
designed to match the optical characteristics of this 
chip, an optical power in excess of 180 lumens  
is achieved.

The RECHARGE 025K allows the user to change the 
illumination from Low Light to High Light to Distortion 
Light spot to wide angle with the move of the thumb.
You change through the desired settings with the new 
design, Non-clicking/ thumb-sensor switch located at the 
rear end cap.

The RECHARGE 025K also features the unique 
‘target’ selection light source, ideal for use with weapon 
or for target identification on isolated areas of view. The 
only designed light able to offer you an equally 
proportioned circumference beam regardless of 
distance from objects.

The RECHARGE 025K housing is made of black 
anodized aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6, and 
offers water-proof protection from water too.

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery Dual Charger for 18650 3.7V AU Plug D5
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Description:
Brand new and high quality
When you plug the 18650 bat-
tery into the charger, it will 
show Red LED Light, and 
Green means in full charging 
condition.
AC power input, Stabilize 
charging mode
Low voltage stabilize
Input: AC100V-240V 50/60HZ 
200mA max
Output: DC4.2V
Type:AU Plug
Compatible With: 18650 Li-ion 
for 2pcs batteries

Package included:
1X 18650 Battery Charger 
(Battery Not Included)



6C
Classic range
430mm (L) x 56mm (Head Circuf) x 32mm (Body Circumf)

6C cell Police flashlight

Anti-break / anti-cracking lens

Adjustable focus lens

Poly-plus insert -to stop corrosion

Water resistant

KRYPTON (7.2v) 0.75 A Globe

Power Source: 
C cell batteries * 6pcs (excluded)
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